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Product description:  

AIRSTAR SIROCCO1300 REDTECH 132000 lm 

AIRSTAR SIROCCO1300 REDTECH is a lightglobe equipped with 24 LED lamps capable of
delivering a total light output of 920W, thanks to which it can illuminate an area of 6500 m².

The AIRSTAR SIROCCO1300 REDTECH 132000 lumen lightglobe is a perfect device for night
work and on-site interventions, such as temporary site lighting, industrial maintenance or
emergency.

AIRSTAR SIROCCO1300 REDTECH Contents: complete balloon, 1 carrying bag, 1 user manual,
1 repair kit bag. Optional rod and sandbags.

The Airstar RedTech line of lightglobe is equipped with wifi and bluetooth connection, can be
controlled via dedicated app, downloadable on both IOS and android, giving you the ability to
make several adjustments including light intensity, blinking light and many other adjustments.

CHARACTERISTICS TECHNICAL AIRSTAR SIROCCO1300 REDTECH:

Envelope diameter: 138 cm
Envelope height: 77 cm
Maximum pole height: 5. 30 m
Color temperature: 5000 K
Number of lamps: 24
Type of lamps: LED
Maximum power: 920W
Power supply voltage: 100 - 240 VAC
Power supply frequency: 50 - 60 Hz
Lighting area for activities at the first level of risk (standard EN12464-2): 1963 m²
Lighting area open space environment (standard EN1838): 6500 m².
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Lighting under the balloon (placed at 4 meters): 704 Lx
Luminous flux: 132000 Lm
Overall protection class: IP 54
Net weight of the balloon: 9.4 Kg

Looking for a Lightglobe with different technical features? Here you can find the full range of
Lightglobe AIRSTAR or other specialized brands.

Images and technical data not binding.
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Product features:  

Frequency (Hz): 50 / 60
Voltage (V): 100 - 240
Protection degree: IP54
Power (W): 9200
Type of lamps: MULTILED
Lamps: 24
Telescopic pole: Acciaio cromato
Illuminated area (m²): 6500
Total lumens (Lm): 132000
Maximum height (m): 5.3
Weight (Kg): 9.4
Video: wNqAxWPD5n4
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